2003 hummer h2 electrical problems

See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your
complaint? Back H2 Recalls 5 Defect Invest. The contact owns a Hummer H2. The contact stated
that the vehicle failed to start. It took the contact up to thirty minutes to start the vehicle and the
lock warning indicator illuminated. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic and the
ignition switch was repaired, but the failure recurred. The vehicle was not repaired. The
manufacturer and dealer were not notified. The failure mileage was 45, Add Complaint. I bought
a vehicle from motor fair llc located at N may ave Oklahoma city ok , I got financed through
tinker federal credit union motor fair llc owner hesham shafik and elizebeth shafik told me my
millage was 98K miles but I found out the right millage and it is , what can I do about this
situation? I went to crank up my Hummer to warm it up due to the very cold weather once I
cranked the Hummer I immediately smelled a very strong burning odor. It begin to smoke and
my husband yelled it your truck and I looked and saw the smoke getting worse and thicker. I
unhooked my infant son's car seat belt and took him out of the vehicle. I ran to the building we
were leaving to call because of the smoke while on the phone with the dispatcher I saw the fire
start inside the truck on the steering wheel and dashboard it then it immediately spread and
burned the entire inside of the truck where it is not recognizable. The fire department came and
sprayed water on it to put out the fire there were blue and red sparks shooting out of the truck.
The sparks and fire started in the steering wheel area which showed there was an electrical
issue that caused this fire. I checked other recalls and noticed that the issue I speak of was
recalled inside of the H2 Hummer. We have a Hummer H2- the resistor for the blower motor is
no longer made. This is a safety issue since it can limit visibility due to failure to clear the
windshield. This is a safety hazard. We have contacted GM with no results. This is not the only
vehicle that has this particular part. This is a very serious issue since it can limit the visibility
and can cause a fatal crash. Please advise. Key stuck in ignition. Fortunately we arrived home
before this happened, but when we got home we could not remove the key from the ignition. We
had to leave it in the ignition, which ran the battery down by the next morning. We have had to
disconnect the battery to keep it from running down, and have been unable to remove the key
from the ignition - WD40 did not work, jiggling the key, steering wheel or shifter also did not
work. The contact stated that while driving 55 mph, the speedometer malfunctioned and became
stuck at one speed reading. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer. The manufacturer was not
made aware of the failure. The failure and current mileage was 63, The contact stated that the
windshield wipers only functioned on an intermittent basis. The speedometer would also stick
at a certain speed and whenever the vehicle decelerated, the speedometer would not reflect the
actual speed the vehicle was traveling at. The speedometer would maintain readings of 60 mph
and above. There were no recalls addressing the speedometer failure. The manufacturer was
notified and offered no assistance. The failure mileage was 55, I bought a Hummer H2 brand
new. Since the day I got it had many problems, both electrical and mechanical. The steering is
very hard and the breaking is ineffective at times. I showed them a copy of the bulletin on this
website. They did not acknowledge any problems. The issue still persists. Many electrical
issues seat memory problems, mirror don't work.. Eventually the electrical issues fixed. Roof
leaking water from the reading light on two occasions once because of sunroof issue and the
second time because of the outside roof light. Now most recently I have been having a problem
with the "check engine oil" light comes on every 5 to 6 weeks and way before an oil change is
due. This has happened at least 5 times so far. Everytime the engine is missing oil. The dealer
says that Hummer allows the engine to burn one quart of oil for every gals of fuel. I said what
am I supposed to do when that light comes on. The service manager said pull off the road and
check the oil. I said what am I supposed to do if the oil is low. He said add oil to the engine. I
said so I have to drive with a couple of quarts of oil in the back all the time" the light comes on
every 5 to 6 weeks. I said how many Hummer have you sold? I said how many you know of do
that? I said if none do that, why does mine do it? Consumer was going 70 mph and the two front
tires locked, while the two back tires kept moving. Vehicle then continued to skip. The
driveshaft was replaced. For the past 8 month this vehicle has been in the shop more than at the
consumer's home. The vehicle has needed a new alternator, transmission, battery, ignition and
drive shaft. The roof leaked and the consumer had to replace one of the side windows. It is a
gas guzzler, sluggish, maintenance freak and all sorts. Are these claims true? Will you be
making a huge financial mistake if you get a Hummer? Are hummers reliable? Hummers are
among the most reliable vehicles ever made. That being said, they do have issues. The early
models are getting old and they each had their problems. The first Hummers were military
vehicles adapted for civilian use. You need professionals with special skills to handle their
complicated systems. These trucks will go anywhere you want them to go including high
altitudes, streams, deserts, and everything in between. Later models have improved fuel
efficiency despite their gas-guzzling reputation. A lot of the misconception about the Hummer

stems from the bad press from eco-activists. In reality, the vehicle has far better performance
characteristics on and off-road compared to trucks in its class. However, the Hummer is
maintenance intensive. Different model years have distinct issues that will require regular
attention. But not everybody has the skill-sets except maybe for veterans who served with the
truck or highly skilled civilians. The Alpha H1 is the most reliable H1 Hummer. Everything about
the vehicle is excellent including the heavy-duty Duramax 6. So long as you take good care of
the truck, it will serve your reliably even with over k on the odometer. The first H1s, i. The heat
created a lot of problems for the cylinders and made the interior uncomfortable since it lacked
air conditioning. In the model, the new HVAC system installed to correct the heating issue of
earlier models was not up to the job. The heater core was susceptible to failure but AM General
replaced faulty systems. Another issue with the 94 model was that its NA diesel engine was
underpowered. This made the Hummer to struggle at high altitudes as the engine runs out of
power even while on the road. If you are buying a 99 H1 model, check the traction system. While
the model had new heating and cooling systems and exceptional performance, it used an
electronic traction system called TT4. The Alpha is superior to all other H1s. But it is also more
expensive and parts are difficult to find. So while you may not have many issues with the
vehicle, getting it to serve you in excellent condition for a long time might be expensive. If you
plan to buy H1s from the stock, you might have heard they are susceptible to a cracked engine
block. Fortunately, AM General replaced faulty engines under warranty. But not all the affected
vehicles may encounter the problem during the warranty period. You want to check that the
model you are buying does not have this problem. And if it is, go for one that has got a
replacement engine. With regular care, these beauties are reliable and will always get you to the
destination. A common problem with the H2 is the shorting of the windshield wiper circuit
board. A replacement will solve the problem but you can get it fixed at no cost because it is a
factory defect. If you use your H2 for a lot of off-roading, it will experience a lot of issues far
more than road queens. In fact, you may have to check your H2 every time you come back to the
civilized world if you are a heavy off-roader. Another common issue with H2s is the
speedometer and tachometer failing without warning. Some users complain about their oil
pump losing pressure suddenly. In fact, the H3 was so problematic for many owners, and most
of the problems were from factory defects. When the vehicle gets past the 50k mile, you notice
that the engine runs rough, even while idling. Others had to replace the cylinder heads and
leaking engine valves. For some users, the problem kept cropping up even after changing the
spark plugs, valves, head gaskets, and the radiator. Many H3 owners, particularly the model
year discovered that the Head Gasket blows off when the vehicle crosses the k mile. The result
was that many users encountered blown head gaskets after the vehicle was past the warranty
period. Owners have also complained of the Check Engine Light coming on by itself and
refusing to go off. Another big issue with the Hummer H3 was its weakened cylinder heads and
valve seats. It was only when people started experiencing the same issue en mass they
discovered it was a manufacturing defect. As many owners have discovered, leaky valves are a
continuous problem with some models of the H3. You will eventually need to pay for future
valve or cylinder head replacements. Regardless of the model or year of Hummer you own or
plan to buy, the vehicle is maintenance intensive. The Hummer has exceptional capabilities but
also requires constant care. Skip to content. We may earn commissions through our links.
Table of Contents. Was this article helpful? Click to share Did you find wrong information or
was something missing? We would love to hear your thoughts! Name not required. Email not
required. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's
not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit
service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this
page Email this page. Add Complaint. I bought a vehicle from motor fair llc located at N may ave
Oklahoma city ok , I got financed through tinker federal credit union motor fair llc owner
hesham shafik and elizebeth shafik told me my millage was 98K miles but I found out the right
millage and it is , what can I do about this situation? I went to crank up my Hummer to warm it
up due to the very cold weather once I cranked the Hummer I immediately smelled a very strong
burning odor. It begin to smoke and my husband yelled it your truck and I looked and saw the
smoke getting worse and thicker. I unhooked my infant son's car seat belt and took him out of
the vehicle. I ran to the building we were leaving to call because of the smoke while on the
phone with the dispatcher I saw the fire start inside the truck on the steering wheel and
dashboard it then it immediately spread and burned the entire inside of the truck where it is not
recognizable. The fire department came and sprayed water on it to put out the fire there were
blue and red sparks shooting out of the truck. The sparks and fire started in the steering wheel
area which showed there was an electrical issue that caused this fire. I checked other recalls
and noticed that the issue I speak of was recalled inside of the H2 Hummer. Key stuck in

ignition. Fortunately we arrived home before this happened, but when we got home we could
not remove the key from the ignition. We had to leave it in the ignition, which ran the battery
down by the next morning. We have had to disconnect the battery to keep it from running down,
and have been unable to remove the key from the ignition - WD40 did not work, jiggling the key,
steering wheel or shifter also did not work. Search CarComplaints. The contact owns a Hummer
H2. The contact stated that while driving 55 mph, the speedometer malfunctioned and became
stuck at one speed reading. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer. The manufacturer was not
made aware of the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure and current mileage was 63,
I bought a Hummer H2 brand new. Since the day I got it had many problems, both electrical and
mechanical. The steering is very hard and the breaking is ineffective at times. I showed them a
copy of the bulletin on this website. They did not acknowledge any problems. The issue still
persists. Many electrical issues seat memory problems, mirror don't work.. Eventually the
electrical issues fixed. Roof leaking water from the reading light on two occasions once
because of sunroof issue and the second time because of the outside roof light. Now most
recently I have been having a problem with the "check engine oil" light comes on every 5 to 6
weeks and way before an oil change is due. This has happened at least 5 times so far. Everytime
the engine is missing oil. The d
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ealer says that Hummer allows the engine to burn one quart of oil for every gals of fuel. I said
what am I supposed to do when that light comes on. The service manager said pull off the road
and check the oil. I said what am I supposed to do if the oil is low. He said add oil to the engine.
I said so I have to drive with a couple of quarts of oil in the back all the time" the light comes on
every 5 to 6 weeks. I said how many Hummer have you sold? I said how many you know of do
that? I said if none do that, why does mine do it? Consumer was going 70 mph and the two front
tires locked, while the two back tires kept moving. Vehicle then continued to skip. The
driveshaft was replaced. For the past 8 month this vehicle has been in the shop more than at the
consumer's home. The vehicle has needed a new alternator, transmission, battery, ignition and
drive shaft. The roof leaked and the consumer had to replace one of the side windows. Not what
you are looking for? Search for something else:.

